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Have You Noticed?
Our World Is Changing
A significant shift is occurring away from
Management Principles to Leadership Values
Geopolitical changes are reshaping a large portion of the globe –
potentially enabling new competitors
Of mid-20th century demographic titans
Russia, Japan, Britain, Germany, Italy, and the U.S., today
only Russia, Japan and the U.S. remain in the top ten
China, today’s demographic colossus, will have a
shrinking population in less than a generation
The U.S. office space per employee metric is moving
from 300 sq. ft. to 100 sq. ft.

Three Mega Trends
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The “era of radical connectedness”

The competition for Talent

The changing workplace

A Cohesion of Information Technologies
Nexus of Forces
• Parallel emergence of multiple
information channels and value
assets
• Mobile, Cloud, Big Data Analytics,
Social
The Internet of Everything
• Machines communicating directly
with other machines and integrated
systems
• By 2020: 50 Billion intelligent
devices linked together

Building System Complexity
Continues to Increase
Integration and convergence of
building technologies accelerating
• For many, pace of technology
growth is outpacing ability to use
it effectively and efficiently
Demands on FM
• Increased training to properly use
systems and information
Your Job
• Recruit tech-savvy staff,
especially building operators
• Make the case for upgrades and
training
• Know the operating and political
risks of underperforming

Expanding Quantity and Complexity
of FM Data
Increased interoperability of technology and
management systems making a wealth of
data available to operators
• Interoperability standards in “toddler”
stage
• By itself data means little – must find
wisdom
Demands on FM
• Data management and analysis now a
core function of the FM suite
Your Job
• Assure best data practices / standards
are utilized
• Demonstrate data agility and intelligence

The Changing Face of FM
Competition for top talent getting more intense
• Growing technological complexity of FM
increases its appeal
Your Job
• Elevate FM’s image as a desirable career
• Recruit, train, mentor and develop new
generations of FM professionals
• Enhance your company’s brand and appeal to
new workers
Talent Strategies
• Redesign work specifications
• Redesign organizations
• Invest in integrated technology solutions
• Develop a talent pipeline
• Provide robust training and advanced
education

Speed, Complexity, Innovation and
New Workers Changing the Workplace
Multiple forces interacting to fundamentally
change the workplace
• Younger workers in demand, vote their
preferences
• Technology growth and enhancements
enabling new work styles
• Traditional office space shrinking in number
and size
Demands on FM
• Deploy technologies that streamline 24/7 work
• Modify space entitlement policies
• Deliver work spaces that meet new
expectations
Your Job
• Be informed on the growing body of
“evidence based design” knowledge
• Manage real estate portfolios to limit financial
risk
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Has the Trend Towards Collaborative
Space Gone Too Far?
“Despite a sharp increase in office
space devoted to teamwork, the time
employees spend collaborating has
fallen 20% since 2008, while time spent
trying to focus is up 13%.
The survey links trouble focusing with
lower job satisfaction and poorer job
performance.”
October 23, 2013

Secondary Trends

The Triple Bottom Line Driving
Sustainability to the Top of the FM Chart
People – Planet - Profit
• C-Suite recognition of Sustainability as an
important competitive strategy
• Emerging economies using sustainability
strategies to leapfrog infrastructure
investments
Demands on FM
• Increased transparency and complexity of
systems requires new skill sets and
additional training
• Re-commissioning existing building stock
required to maintain cost effectiveness and
attract end users
Your Job
• Become your organization’s SME on
sustainability issues
• Increase FM building system skill sets

Preparedness and Business Continuity
Remain Key Responsibilities for FM’s
Continuing pattern of natural and manmade events
• All organizations and workplaces are
vulnerable
• Sustaining operation of Mission Critical
Facilities key to continuing viability of
the organization
Demands on FM
• Many FM’s are the organizational SME’s
• FM always at the forefront of response
and recovery
Your Job
• Be prepared (Plan – Equip – Train –
Exercise)
• Maintain critical systems/equipment
• Perform

Enhancing Workplace Productivity
A Growing FM Expectation
Improving workplace productivity
both an internal and external
requirement
• Design, environmental, and
operational elements all in play
Demands on FM
• Envision, promote and implement
productivity improvements
• Utilize best practices
Your Job
• Stay current on evolving
productivity design, strategies,
practices
• Improve processes
• Understand organizational KPI’s,
especially talent related costs

Recapitalization of Aging Buildings
and Infrastructure
A large portion of building inventory
is nearing end of life
• Capacity to solve limited by
capital constraints
Demands on FM
• Condition assessments to
document and analyze buildings
and infrastructure
• Develop informed strategies and
plans
Your Job
• Develop effective business cases
• Upgrade or acquire skill sets
needed to influence capital
investment decisions

Business Acumen an Important Part of
an Expanding FM Skill Set
Range of responsibility expanding as
business sophistication demands increase
• Business skills overlay the entire FM
operation and integrate with
organizational leadership
• At same time, functional responsibilities
are increasing (core competencies)
Demands on FM
• Stay abreast of evolving technologies,
standards, practices
• Maintain FM health and vibrancy while
expanding portfolio
• Increase business sophistication in all
operational domains
Your Job
• Objectively assess capabilities
• Be intentional and disciplined about
developing business intelligence and
skills

FM Ascending in Importance and
Recognition as A Key Business Function
The assets FM’s manage are critical levers
to organizational performance, driving
increased visibility and responsibility
• FM beginning to matriculate into the CSuite via “CFMO” and “CAO” positions
• Not always filled by FM professionals
Demands on FM
• Be a thought leader for the entire
organization – not just FM
• Align FM performance with enterprise
goals and strategies
Your Job
• Build high-level strategic relationships
• Improve FM professionalism
• Communicate FM’s value – SELL!

Key Points
FM must adapt to changes and adopt new ways of
working
• Nexus of Forces, Internet of Everything =
Sanquist’s “Era of radical connectedness”
• “VUCA” is the new business norm
New relationships and language
• FM/HR partnership is as important as FM/IT
• Increasing support and use of academic research
• Shift mindset from “productivity” to
“performance”
Investments are required in machine and human
capital
• Upgrading business acumen and data skillsets
are imperatives, not options
• Smart infrastructure systems and people with
knowledge and ability to optimize benefit
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